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Slip, slide, leap, and dive with a family of seven lively ducklings as they get ready to fly for the very

first time. Keith Baker's playful, rhyming text and bold collage illustrations capture the excitement of

a day's adventures--and gently introduce counting.
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This book has a wonderful repetitive rhyme that introduces all the different number conbinations for

the concept of 7. At the same time there is a predictable quality to each of the pages and the

rhyming patterns that promotes emergent literacy as well as numeracy. Great for Preschool aged

children.

I had bought the book for a 2nd grade lesson, but it is too basic for 2nd graders. The book has a

great concept for teaching using different addends to get the same number, but definitely for K-1.

The children story Quack and Count was a neat little book that shows kids how to count to seven in

a fun little way. What I like best was how the arthur was able to find different expressions to use in

each of the different pages of the story.

My daughter (20 months) loved this book (from the library) as much for the fun illustrations and

rhymes but particularly for the game of finding three elusive ladybugs on each double-page spread.



It's this kind of continuity and detail that makes a great kid's author/illustrator and Keith Baker is

definitely one of them.

This is a really great book and teaching tool to use when introducing addition to your 1st grade class

on how many different ways you and numbers can be used to make the number or sum of 7. The

print is big and would be great for carpet story time.Keith Baker's illustrations aren't really

illustrations but are cut paper collages that are absolutely beautiful. The pages are vibrant and

include lots of details like 3 ladybugs that play hide and seek on each page with the reader and can

be found on every pages except the very last page. The ducklings are so precious and their facial

expressions are done really well considering it's mostly done so from the each duck's eyes.As the

other reader says this book would be to basic for 2nd graders but would be great for 1st graders and

kindergarten students towards the end of the school year. This would be a great book as a gift

because it grows with it's reader but being a bright pages, and count the ducklings from 1 - 7 and

find the 3 ladybugs. Then growing as your child to counting numbers that make the sum of 7 to your

child being able to read.

Quack and Count actually teaches preschoolers how numbers relate to each other. It has fun and

bright illustrations ans story line. I wish there were a whole series for different numbers. Really great

resource!

best book! teaches addition in a very clear and beautiful way! Very educational and well done. I

really like this book. should be a part of all childrens home libraries.

Lovely, colorful book for toddlers just learning to count! The illustrations are spectacular, with plenty

of fun surprises to discover.
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